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MyEnglishTutorHK.com 
Level 8 – English 

Mock Paper 3 
 

Answers 
 

Name: __________________________  Total number of pages: 6 
   
Part I Reading Comprehension (28 marks) 
Passage A (18 marks) 

1) Harbisson wanted to become an artist so he could really understand what colour was, and so that 

others could compare his vision with what they saw. 

2) Being able to hear colour transformed Harbisson’s art in that he began to draw sound portraits. 

3) The camera has changed Harbisson’s idea of what makes a person’s face beautiful in that he now 

believes a beautiful face to be a face that is harmonic. 

4) The eyeborg has created problems for Harbisson in everyday life in that sometimes he is laughed 

at, and sometimes is not allowed into places because people think he is doing something strange. 

5) ‘It’ refers to the constant input of sound which Harbisson receives. 

6) The policemen tried to pull the camera off Harbisson’s head because they thought he was filming 

them. 

7) ‘Breakthrough’ means a development that is important and changes things significantly and 

suddenly for the better. 

8) It might be useful to ‘hear’ colours that the human eye can’t see because colours like ultraviolet are 

damaging to humans and we would be able to better regulate our exposure to them. 

9) F 

10) T 

11) F 

12) T 

13) F 
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14) artist 

15) black 

16) white 

17) colour 

18) portraits 
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Passage B  (10 marks) 

19) B 

20) C 

21) A 

22) C 

23) D 

24) A 

25) D 

26) ‘trained monkeys’ 

27) That the Kickstarter campaign funded her CD, and not her tour. 

28) Because they believe that the artist or reporter would become very angry if you mentioned these 

things to them. 

 

Part II Grammar Usage (44 marks) 
 
A. MC Cloze (12 marks) 

1)  B  2)  D  3)  A  4)  B  5)  A  6)  D  

7)  B  8)  C  9)  D  10)  A  11)  C  12)  B  

 
B. Article (10 marks) 

1) _ an_ 2) _the_ 3) _x _ 

4) _ the _ 5) _ a_ 6) _ the _ 

7) _ the _ 8) _ the  9) _ a _ 

10) _ x_ 11) _an_ 12) _a_ 

13) _ the  14) _the_ 15) _a _ 

16) _ the_ 17) _a_ 18) _the _ 

19) _ the_ 20) _an_  
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C. Vocabulary (12 marks) 

1) wishful  2) impossible 3) use 

4) reality  5) around  6) caught  

7) under  8) viral  9) delightful  

10) disabled 11) euthanized  12) bottle  
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X 

Part III Proofreading (15 marks) 
Correct the mistakes in the numbered lines without change the meaning. Do not make unnecessary 
changes or changes to punctuation. There is only one mistake in each numbered line. Corrections must 
be done as follows: 

Wrong word: underline the wrong word and write the correct word above it (example a). 
Missing word: mark the position of the missing word with a ‘^’ and write the missing word 
above it (example b) 
Extra word: delete the extra word with a ‘X’ (example c) 
 proofread 
I have proofreaded the work. a 
 have 
Jessie and Kenneth ^ just finished their dinner. b 
 
Coming to school early without a having breakfast is… c 

Blue Whale 
Blue whales are the largest animals ever known to ̂  lived on Earth. These 
magnificant marine mammals rule the oceans at up to 100 feet (30 
meters) long and upwards of 200 tons (181 metric tons). Their tongues 
alone can weigh ^ much as an elephant. Their hearts, as much as an 
automobile. 
 
Blue whales reach these mind-boggling dimensions on a diet composited 
nearly exclusively of tiny shrimplike animals called some krill. During 
certain times of the year, a single adult blue whale consumes about 4 
tons of krill a day. 
Blue whales look true blue underwater, but on the surface their colouring 
is more a mottled blue-gray. Their underbellys take on a yellowish hue 
from the millions^ microorganisms that take up resident in their skin. The 
blue whale has a broad, flat head and a long, tapered body that each 
ends in wide, triangular flukes. 
 
Blue whales live in all the world's oceans occasional swimming in small 
groups but usually alone or in a pairs. They often spend summers feeding 
in polar waters and undertake lengthy migrations at towards the Equator 
as winter arrives. 
 
These graceful swimmers cruise ^ocean at more than five miles an hour, 
but accelerate to more than 20 miles an hour when they are agitate. Blue 
whales are among the loudest animals on planet. They emit a series of 
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have 

magnificent 

as 

composed 

underbellies 
of 

occasionally 

the 

the 
agitated 

residence 
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pulses, groans, and moans, and it’s thought that, in good conditions, blue 
whales can hear each other up to 1,000 miles away. 

 
 


